1 CONCEPT IDEA
The proposed project aims to define a brand that as a
whole can suggest the double meaning of the word
“affetti”, through a game of contrast between the
logo and the brand that leads the user to perceive the
term “affetti” - understood in its positive sense, that
is “loved ones” - and to read the natural continuation
to the words “affected by”, that is “suffering from
Alzheimer’s disease”.

2 BRAND
DEVELOPMENT

“THE MIX BLACK” FONT

EDITING LETTERING

CROPPING LETTERING

The graphic design of the brand comes
from a process of deconstruction of
the word Alzheimer - through various
operations of manipulation of the font,
ranging from the modification of the
letters up to the fragmentation and
explosion of the original graphic elements

LETTERING SPLIT
WITH EXAGONS

TRANSPARENCY
APPLICATION

- in order to represent the degenerative
process of the illness. The choice to deal
with this specific aspect (fragmentation)
intends to highlight not only the problems
related to the progressive mnemonic loss
but, most of all, the possible shattering
of the emotional bonds that, if not

3 LOGOTYPE
DEFINITION

EXPLOSION OF THE
GRAPHIC ELEMENTS

COLOURING

appropriately supported, are constantly
put to the test. The use of exagonal cells
to split the lettering recalls the idea of
a molecular structure as a reference to
the pharmacological therapies that help
the patients.

Although for design coherence the logotype presents
some slight cuts, the choice of a softer and more
compact font (“Futura”) intends to contrast the strict
lines of the brand, proposing a logo that arouses trust
and a welcoming atmosphere.

futura bold
futura book
futura light

CORPORATE IDENTITY

4 USES OF
THE BRAND

EXAMPLE OF BRAND APPLICATION FOR MERCHANDISING

The brand can be used both as a graphic element and
as a container of descriptive images belonging to the
scenario of this disease.
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